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Surface Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Large Systems
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The general theory of surface NMR imaging of large electromagnetically active systems is conside
motivated by geophysical applications. A general imaging equation is derived for the NMR volta
response, valid for arbitrary transmitter and receiver loop geometry and arbitrary conductivity struc
of the sample. When the conductivity grows to the point where the electromagnetic skin depth beco
comparable to the sample size, significant diffusive retardation effects occur that strongly affect
signal. Accounting for these now allows more accurate imaging than previously possible. It is sh
that the time constantT1 may in principle be inferred directly from the diffusive tail of the signal.
[S0031-9007(99)09154-1]
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The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique pr
vides a method for measuring the nuclear magnetic m
ment of a sample in a static magnetic fieldB0. The
nuclear spins are pulsed with an ac magnetic field that
tuned to oscillate at the Larmor frequencyvL ; 2pnL 
gB0, whereg ( 4258 HzyG for a free proton) is the gy-
romagnetic ratio. This causes the spins to tip away fro
and then precess aboutB0 at frequencyvL. The ac volt-
age generated in the NMR receiver loop by the precessi
spins then may be used to determine the original nucle
magnetic moment [1]. Free induction decay characteristi
of the signal also carry information about inhomogeneitie
in B0 and microscopic interactions.

In many applications it is only part of the sample, e.g
hydrogen nuclei in water or in certain organic molecule
that contains free (i.e., unpinned by internal fields) nu
clear spins, and it is of interest to obtain a spatiall
resolved image of this active region. There are two com
mon ways of doing this. The first, used, e.g., in med
cal imaging, is to apply a small linear gradient to th
static field. The Larmor frequency then varies in spac
and only on some surface does it match the frequen
of the ac field. Only spins close to this surface wil
then be tipped and contribute to the voltage signal. B
varying the field gradient and the ac frequency differ
ent regions of the sample are resolved, and by pe
forming an appropriate transform on these variables, t
position dependent nuclear spin number densitynN srd is
obtained.

In the second technique [2], known as surface NMR (o
rotating frame imaging, using surface coils, in medicine
the placement of the transmitter loop that generates t
ac field is geometrically limited, e.g., by physical o
economic considerations. Such is the case in geophysi
applications where the NMR apparatus is confined to th
earth’s surface or inside a bore hole. The ac field then h
a nontrivial spatial distribution, and spins will be tipped
by different angles at different points in space. Controlle
gradients in the applied field are then impossible as we
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and imaging may be accomplished only by varying th
pulse lengthtp and the relative sample positionx0. The
inverse problem to obtainnN srd then becomes highly
nontrivial [3,4], and uniformity ofB0 is greatly desirable.
In geophysical applications this is accomplished by usi
the earth’s field asB0.

In typical laboratory (nongeophysical) applications, e
perimental parameters are chosen so that the transm
and received magnetic fields are at most weakly perturb
by the bulk electromagnetic properties of the samp
Generally this requirement places an upper bound on
Larmor frequency, and hence on the magnitude of t
static field B0 itself. The NMR signal is directly pro-
portional to the equilibrium nuclear magnetizatio
M

s0d
N srd  xN sT dnN srdB0, where xN is the single spin

static susceptibility [5], which increases with the stat
field, and an upper bound is then also placed on t
measurement sensitivity.

In certain geophysical applications, such as groun
water exploration [3,4], one has a complementary pro
lem. The active volume is roughly the same sizeL 
50 100 m as the transmitter loop. The proton Larmo
frequency in the earth’s field is about 2 kHz, and the sk
depthds at this frequency falls into rangeL or less for
ground resistivities below about10 V m. The latter typi-
cally vary from2 V m for very salty soils to50 V m for
clean soils. Quantitative analysis of data from depths
orderds then requires that one account for the distortio
effects of the ground on the electromagnetic signal prop
gating to and from the nuclear spins.

We present in this Letter a quantitative theory th
fully accounts for the effects of sample conductivity
assumed known or inferred from other measurements,
the measured NMR signal. We consider here only t
case of uniformB0 [6]. The resulting imaging equation
(15) and (16) below, has quite a remarkable structure
quite different from any used previously in the literatur
and will have a significant impact on the interpretation
a number of experiments [3].
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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Let BT sr, td be the ac transmitter loop field, and
let BN sr, td  = 3 AN sr, td be the field, and associated
vector potential, generated by the nuclear spins [7
The corresponding receiver loop voltage (in Gaussi
units, which are used throughout unless explicitly stat
otherwise) is thenV std  2s1ycd dFstdydt, where

Fstd 
Z

S
BN sr, td ? n̂ dA 

Z
C

AN sr, td ? dl (1)

is the magnetic flux through any surfaceS spanning the
receiver loopC. Let this loop be parametrized by a curv
$gssd, 0 # s , l, with $gs0d  $gsld. It is convenient to
define a fictitious current density,

JRsrd 
Z l

0
ds ≠s $gRssddfr 2 $gRssdg , (2)

living on the curveC. A current I in the receiver loop
would yield a physical current densityIJR. The flux may
then be written in the form

Fstd 
Z

d3r AN sr, td ? JRsrd . (3)

Choosing a gauge in which the static potential vanish
AN satisfies the frequency domain equation

= 3

√
1
m

= 3 AN

!
2 ek2AN 

4p

c
jN , (4)

wherek  vyc, andjN  c= 3 MN is the microscopic
current density associated withMN . The frequency de-
pendent dielectric function has the low frequency for
esr, vd  4pisyv, wheressrd is the local dc conduc-
tivity. The magnetic permeabilitym is also in general fre-
quency and position dependent. Now, letAR be defined
to satisfy (4) withJRsrd replacingjN . Even thoughJR

is frequency independent,ARsr, vd will gain frequency
dependence frome andm. The inverse Fourier transform
of (4) then shows thatARsr, td is the field produced by
a delta-function current pulseJRsrddstd in the receiver
loop. Causality requires thatARsr, td vanish fort , 0.
Substituting the equation forAR into (3) and integrating
by parts, one obtains

Fstd 
Z

d3r
Z `

0
dt0 jN sr, t 2 t0d ? ARsr, t0d , (5)

representing a kind of reciprocity theorem. Finally
substituting the nuclear magnetization and integrating
parts one more time, one obtains for the voltage

V std  2
Z

d3r
Z `

0
dt0 BRsr, t0d ? ≠tMN sr, t 2 t0d ,

(6)

whereBR  = 3 AR is the fictitious magnetic field due
to the delta-function pulse in the receiver loop.

The field BR encodes the sensitivity of the receive
loop to MN sr, td at a particular space-time point, and it
t0 dependence encodes delay effects due to the tra
time of the signal fromr to the receiver loop. At low
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frequencies this delay is dominated by diffusive, n
speed of light, effects. Thus, e.g., withm  1 and e 
4pisyv, Eq. (4) is the diffusion equation with diffusion
constantD  c2y4ps. The delay time over the sampl
sizeL will then scale astd , L2yD. Since the skin depth
is given byds 

p
2Dyv, one hasvLtd , L2ydssvLd2.

Thus if MN has dynamics on the time scaletL  1ynL of
the Larmor period, thet0 integral weighted byBR in (6)
will result in significant time averaging of the dynamics o
MN whendssvLdyL  Os1d. In MKS units appropriate
to the geophysical problem, one has

vLtd  2p2

√
nL

1 kHz

! √
L

100 m

!2√
1 V m

r

!
, (7)

wherer  1ys is the resistivity. The earlier estimate
follow from this formula. On the other hand, in th
adiabatic limit L ø dssvLd, whereMN varies slowly on
the scale oftd, Eq. (6) reduces to

V std  2
Z

d3r B0
Rsrd ? ≠tMN sr, td , (8)

in which B
0
Rsrd 

R`

0 dt BRsr, td is thestatic field gener-
ated by asteadycurrentJR in the receiver loop.

During the tipping pulse,0 # t # tp, the transmitter
loop current is given byIT std  I0

T cossvLtd. We assume
tp ¿ td so that after a brief transient the transmitted fie
will also be periodic with frequencyvL. It is thecorotat-
ing part of B'

T  BT 2 sB̂0 ? BT dB̂0 (the projection of
the transmitted field into the plane orthogonal toB0) that
tips the spins away fromB0. ThusB'

T is in general ellip-
tically polarized, but may be decomposed into clockwi
corotating and counterclockwise counterrotating circula
polarized components:B'

T  B1
T 1 B2

T . One may
write [8]

B6
T  I0

T r6
T f cossvLt 2 zT db̂T

7 sinsvLt 2 zT dB̂0 3 b̂T g , (9)

in which b̂T sr, vLd is the semimajor axis of the ellipse
I0

T r
6
T sr, vLd  jB6

T j are the magnitudes of the two circu
lar components, andzT sr, vLd is thephase delay(due to
diffusive retardation) between the transmitter current a
B'

T . For 0 # t , tp one then finds

MN sr, td  M
s0d
N cossvT td 1 M

s0d
N 3 B̂1

T sinsvT td ,
(10)

in which B̂1
T is a unit vector alongB1

T srd, andvT srd 
gjB1

T j. Equation (10) represents the standard solution
the free spin Bloch dynamics in which, in the frame cor
tating with B1

T , MN rotates clockwise aboutB1
T at rate

vT [1]. For t . tp the spins continue to precess at
fixed tipping angleuT  vT tp , but dissipation and de-
phasing effects will also cause slow reequilibration. Th
is accounted for phenomenologically with time constan
T1srd and T2srd describing, respectively, the recovery o
4103
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the magnetization alongB0, and the decay of the precess-
ing in-plane magnetization:

MN sr, td  M
s0d
N h1 1 e2st2tp dyT1 fcossvT tpd 2 1gj

1 e2st2tpdyT2 M
s0d
N 3 B̂1

T sinsvT tpd , (11)

in which B̂1
T continues to be defined by (9) fort . tp .

Under the assumption thatvLyvT , vLT1, vLT2 ¿ 1, the
time derivative of the magnetization is dominated by th
Larmor precession, and one obtains

≠tMN  vLM
s0d
N e2st2tpdyT2 sinsvT tpdB̂1

T . (12)

Substituting (12) into (6) one obtains

V std  2
vL

2

Z
d3r M

s0d
N sinsvT tpde2st2tpdyT2

3 he2isvLt2zT dsb̂T 2 iB̂0 3 b̂T d ?
Z tmax

0
dt0

3 esivL11yT2dt0

BRsr, t0d 1 c.c.j , (13)

where c.c. stands for complex conjugate, and the upp
limit t 2 tp , tmax , t stands as a reminder that (12) is
valid only for t . tp and that the signal vanishes identi-
cally for t , 0. This cutoff is important at large times be-
cause the delay functionBRsr, t0d ø t

21
d B`srd stdyt0dp

decays as a power lawp  5y2 at large times (see be-
low). The et0yT2 factor then dominates at large time and
the response is determined by the cutoff. The sign
is then determined by the late arrival of the diffusive
tail of the field that was generated at early times. Thi
effect will be considered quantitatively below. Of pri-
mary interest, however, is the NMR signal at early times
tp 1 td ø t ø T1, T2. In this regime one may drop the
exponential decay factors. The cutoff is no longer neede
for convergence and one obtainsV std  ReV0e2ivLt with
complex amplitude

V0  2vL

Z
d3r M

s0d
N sinsvT tpdeizT

3 BRsr, vLd ? sb̂T 2 iB̂0 3 b̂T d . (14)

It is therefore only the Larmor frequency Fourier compo
nent of BRsr, td that enters the early time signal. It is,
in fact, (the real and imaginary parts of)V0 that are out-
put directly from the standard NMR quadrature detectio
scheme [1]. To put (14) into a more convenient form, de
compose the in-plane projection ofBRsr, vLd in the form
(9) with corresponding parametersr

6
R , zR , andb̂R. Sub-

stituting the result into (14) one obtains finally the funda
mental imaging equation

V0sq, x0d 
Z

d3r Ksq, x0; rdnN srd (15)

in which we have now explicitly displayed the ex-
perimentally controllablepulse momentq ; I0

T tp , and
sample positionx0, relative to the transmitter and receiver
4104
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loops. The kernel is given by

Ksq, x0; rd  22vLxNB0eiszT 1zR dr2
R sinsgqr1

T d

3 sb̂R ? b̂T 1 iB̂0 ? b̂R 3 b̂T d . (16)

Equations (15) and (16) are our basic results. The fac
r

2
R indicates that it is the counterrotating part of th

receiver loop field that entersK. This is due to the
fact that the latter enters as a memory effect, i.e., in
time reversed fashion. The phase factoreiszR1zT d shows
that phase delay effects arise from the propagation of
transmitted signal both to and from the sample. In ma
applications the receiver and transmitter loops coinci
the voltage measurement being made only a suitable d
time after the end of the tipping pulse. In this case o
may simplify (16) to the form

Ksq, x0; rd  2
2vLxNB0

I0
T

e2izT jB2
T j sinsgtpjB1

T jd .

(17)

Kernels resembling (17) have been used in the geoph
cal literature [3,4,9], but the distinction betweenB1

T and
B2

T , and the presence of the crucial phase factorzT has not
been previously recognized. Previous kernels either
plicitly assumed the validity of the adiabatic limit, wher
zT  0 andjB1

T j  jB2
T j are both exactly half the ampli

tude of the total transmitted signal, or were based on na
incorrect generalizations of this limit.

Consider now an application to a geophysically m
tivated imaging problem. Let the ground have unifor
conductivity s  0.05 Sym, yielding a skin depthds .
50 m at the Larmor frequency corresponding to the eart
field, and a single unbounded horizontal layer of satura
water of various thicknesses placed at various depths:
20, 30–45, and 60–80 m. In the left-hand side of Fig
we plot the complex NMR voltage amplitude calculate
from (17) for coincident 100 m diameter circular tran
mitter and receiver loops over a range ofq designed to
significantly tip spins as deep as 100 m. Notice that
largest response occurs at largerq as the depth of the
water layer increases. In the right-hand side of Fig
we show the results of inverting the conducting volta
data using (i) both real and imaginary parts of the da
(ii) only the real part of the data, and (iii) only the re
part of the data along with the (incorrect) insulating ke
nel. The inversion accuracy progressively degrades, w
(iii) even predicting dominantly negative water content
the case of the deepest layer. Only (i) provides an ac
rate reconstruction. This exercise demonstrates conv
ingly that evenqualitatively correct inversions at depth
comparable tods require the new theory.

Finally, consider the decay characteristics of the NM
signal. From (13) it follows that thevL Fourier com-
ponent of the signal is obtained simply by multiplyin
the kernel K by e2st2tpdyT2srd. The later time signal,
tyT2  Os1d, is then a linear superposition of expone
tial decays reflecting strengths of the various dephas
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FIG. 1. Model geophysical application to detection of a laye
of saturated water of various widths at various depths (shown
each panel). Left: Calculated complex NMR voltage amplitud
for conducting (s  0.05 Sym) and insulating subsurface half
spaces. Right: Recovery of the original water distributio
by inversion of the conducting data on the left. Note th
large degradation in the accuracy of the inversion, includin
unphysically negative water content, when the imaginary part
the voltage is not used, and when the incorrect insulating kern
is used.

processes throughout the sample. This is, in fact, the b
sis for T1 and T2 contrast imaging in medical applica-
tions. In the application to imaging water in porous rock
1yT2 ~ nimpSyV , wherenimp is the density of paramag-
netic impurities on the pore surfaces andSyV is their
surface-to-volume ratio [10]. If one uses the early tim
data to invert (15) fornN srd, the later time data may then
be inverted to give information about the pore size distr
bution. The latter directly reflects the diffusivity of the
fluid through the rock and is crucial, e.g., in oil recover
and toxic contaminant containment.

At very late times,t ¿ T1, T2, the Larmor Fourier
component disappears and the overall signal becom
dominated by the upper cutofftmax in (13). In this limit
BR varies slowly on the scales ofT1 and T2, and one
may factor it out of the time integral. Starting from the
original form (6), one obtains then the decaying dc signa

V std ø
p

t
2
d

√
td

t

!p11 Z
d3r B`srd ? MN srd , (18)

in which MN 
R`

2` ds fMsr, sd 2 M
s0d
N srdg is the total

integratedmagnetization pulse,and B` was introduced
below (13). Since the in-plane magnetization oscillate
r
in
e

n
e
g
of
el

a-

,

e

i-

y

es

l

s

rapidly, it averages essentially to zero and makes a n
ligible contribution toMN . The main contribution then
comes from theT1 decay of the parallel magnetization tha
was neglected in (12). Using (10) and (11), and assum
thatT1 ¿ tp, as is typically the case, one obtains

MN ø 2M
s0d
N f1 2 cossvT tpdgT1 . (19)

The amplitude of the decaying signal (18) then direc
reflects the distribution of time constantsT1, which in
laboratory measurements are obtained by pulsing
static field [1]. Unfortunately, sinceT2 ¿ td by 3 orders
of magnitude or more, the power law prefactor in (18)
extremely small, and this amplitude will be very difficu
to extract.

In conclusion, Eqs. (15)–(17) provide explicit, com
pact forms for analyzing NMR data in the presence
a known electromagnetically active environment. Rece
and planned geophysical measurements fall into a reg
where accounting for environmental conductivity effec
is crucial. In future work [11] the corresponding invers
problem will be analyzed in greater detail and quanti
tively compared to experimental data.
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